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Simple Stem:


 Start with a knot around your first core bead; exit between the 
first and second bead. String as many stem beads as desired and 
the tip bead. Pass back through the stem beads and the next 
core bead. Repeat (Fig. 1).


Variation: String the stem beads, large tip bead, and 1 small 
bead. Pass back through the tip bead and other stem beads.


Branched fringe:


String a simple stem fringe and tip bead. Pass down into the 
stem beads but only partway down the stem exit, and string 
another simple fringe. Pass back into the original stem and exit 
again, creating as many branches as desired. The longer the 
original fringe, the more branches can be added (Fig. 2).


loop fringeS:


String varying sizes of loops, passing through the core beads 
to add more loops. For a variation, string half the loop beads, a 
larger or contrasting color accent bead, and the remainder of the 
loop (Fig. 3).


Bugle Bead fringe:


Simply use bugles instead of multiple-stem beads, adding in a 
seed bead between bugles (Fig. 4).


Fringes
fringes are usually worked off a strand of beads called “core” beads, shown here in gray. 
Variations in fringes are limitless, but here are four popular basics: single-stemmed fringes, 
branched fringes, looped fringes, and branched fringe using bugle beads. imagine the pos-
sibilities in changing color, size, and shape! fringes look best when there are lots of them, 
but even a few add texture and detail.


BeadS: Core beads: size 8°; fringe stem or loops: any size; tip beads: any contrasting size,  
color, or shape to the stem beads. Try drops, crystals, etc.


TIPS from Leslie  
•   Core beads are strung first on a beading wire, and fringes are stitched from them. 


Core beads need to have holes large enough for both the wire and your beading needle 


to fit, so size 8° is probably as small as is practical to use.


•  String your core beads slightly loosely to allow your needle to pass between them 


when you add the fringes.
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